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Abstract 
The effective frequency limits of postage-stamp PIV, in which a pulse-burst laser and very small fields of 
view combine to achieve high repetition rates, have been extended by increasing the PIV acquisition rate 
to very nearly MHz rates (990 kHz) by using a faster camera.  Charge leaked through the camera shift 
register at these framing rates but this was shown not to bias the measurements.  The increased framing rate 
provided oversampled data and enabled use of multi-frame correlation algorithms for a lower noise floor, 
increasing the effective frequency response to 240 kHz where the interrogation window size begins to 
spatially filter the data.  The velocity spectra suggest turbulence power-law scaling in the inertial subrange 
steeper than the theoretical -5/3 scaling, attributed to an absence of isotropy. 
 
Introduction 

The measurement of turbulent velocity spectra in high-speed flows requires that very high frequencies 
must be reached at small spatial scales.  The most common means of measuring velocity spectra such as 
hot-wire anemometry and laser Doppler velocimetry generally fail to achieve the necessary frequency 
response, which can require 100 kHz or more.  In contrast, time-resolved particle image velocimetry (TR-
PIV) using a pulse-burst laser [1] recently has demonstrated an ability to directly measure spectral content 
at 400 kHz by confining the laser energy to a small field of view and windowing the camera to a small array 
[2].  Image sequences exceeding 4,000 frames were acquired, but by necessity for a small array of only 128 
× 120 pixels, giving rise to the moniker of “postage-stamp PIV.” 

Still, the postage-stamp PIV data reached frequency limitations of approximately 120-130 kHz due to 
interference from the noise floor of the measurement.  Noise reduction schemes were found inadequate to 
the present case [3].  Therefore, postage-stamp PIV remains in need of a means of increasing its effective 
frequency limitation due to the noise floor.  An earlier version of the present paper [4] offered a means of 
accomplishing this by employing an interpolation scheme based upon the temporal super-sampling of 
Scarano and Moore [5].  By drawing measurements from multiple spatial and temporal locations, errors 
that are not spatially correlated will average out and the noise floor is decreased.  Success was indicated in 
reducing the impact of measurement noise, which raised the effective frequency response of previous 
400-kHz measurements from about 120 kHz to 200 kHz.  More recent explorations generate questions 
about the generalizability of this approach to flows with stronger turbulence and out-of-plane motion. 

A second, more robust approach is simply to use the increased speeds of the most recently available 
cameras to obtain data at a sampling rate of 990 kHz.  Previous MHz-rate pulse-burst PIV systems have 
been developed by Wernet and Opalski [6] and by Brock et al [7], but these could only acquire 8 and 14 
images, respectively, and therefore were unsuited to obtaining spectral content.  Willert [8] also used this 
emerging high-speed camera technology coupled with a continuously pulsed laser in an incompressible free 
jet to obtain spectral content up to 420 kHz.  But to achieve such high imaging rates for long sequences, the 
cameras possess drawbacks that can have unfortunate properties for accurate PIV measurements.  These 
must be characterized to ensure no biases are induced as a by-product of raising the effective frequency 
response of postage-stamp PIV. 
 



Experimental Configuration 
Previous 400-kHz Postage-Stamp PIV Measurements 

A brief description of postage-stamp PIV is provided here, with the full details to be found in Beresh 
et al [2]. 

Present tests were conducted in Sandia’s Trisonic Wind Tunnel (TWT) of a Mach 3.73 jet exhausting 
transversely into a Mach 0.8 crossflow.  Measurements were conducted in the center streamwise plane in 
the far-field of the jet interaction.  The coordinate axes originate at the centerpoint of the nozzle exit plane; 
the u component is in the streamwise direction and v component is positive away from the top wall of the 
tunnel.  The TWT is seeded by a thermal smoke generator (Corona Vi-Count 5000) delivering particles 
whose in-situ response showed the particle size to be 0.7 - 0.8 µm.  Stokes numbers have been estimated as 
at most 0.05 based on a posteriori analysis of PIV measurements, which is sufficiently small to render 
particle lag errors negligible. 

A burst-mode laser (QuasiModo-1000, Spectral Energies, LLC) with both diode- and flashlamp-
pumped Nd:YAG amplifiers was used to produce a high-energy pulse train at 532 nm.  The pulse-burst 
laser generates a burst of maximum duration 10.2 ms once every 8-12 seconds with a maximum repetition 
rate of 500 kHz.  In the original postage-stamp PIV configuration, it was operated to deliver single pulses 
at 400 kHz with an energy of about 8 mJ per pulse at 532 nm, creating a time between successive pulses of 
2.5 µs.  The laser sheet was narrowed to a slender width of perhaps 1 cm to concentrate the available energy 
and had a sheet thickness of 1 mm.  A total of about 150 bursts of data were acquired. 

Images were acquired using high-speed CMOS cameras (Photron SA-Z) which have an array of 1024 
× 1024 pixels at a full framing rate of 20 kHz.  When operated at 400 kHz, they were windowed down to a 
small array of only 128 × 120 pixels; hence the use of the term “postage-stamp PIV.”  Two-component 
measurements are shown in the present work using a single camera equipped with a 200-mm focal length 
lens and anti-peak-locking diffuser plates [9]. 

Data were processed using LaVision’s DaVis v8.3.1 or v8.4.0.  In each case, image pairs were 
background corrected, intensity normalized, and then interrogated with an initial pass using 64 × 64 pixel 
interrogation windows, followed by two iterations of Gaussian-weighted 24 × 24 pixel interrogation 
windows.  A 50% overlap in the interrogation windows was used as well.  The resulting vector fields were 
validated based upon signal-to-noise ratio, nearest-neighbor comparisons, allowable velocity range, and a 
median filter in both space and time. 

MHz-Rate Postage-Stamp PIV Measurements 
Since the original postage-stamp PIV measurements were published, IX Cameras released the model 

IX 726, which is capable of reaching a framing rate of 1 MHz with windowed arrays similarly to the Photron 
SA-Z that was used previously.  The IX 726 also is a CMOS camera, in this case with a native resolution 
of 2048 × 1536 digitized at 12 bits. 

Unfortunately, the IX 726 cannot be windowed effectively in an approximately square aspect ratio as 
can the SA Z.  To achieve its high framing rate, the design of the horizontal shift register leaks charge 
between rows when the horizontal resolution is decreased to small values.  Although the IX 726 can operate 
in a nearly square aspect ratio of 112 × 108 pixels at 1 MHz, it creates serious ghosting problems in the 
image.  These artifacts can have damaging consequences to PIV accuracy when cross-correlations are 
computed between frames to determine velocity vectors.  As the horizontal dimension is increased, the 
charge leakage and ghosting problems diminish.  For the present experiments, the camera was operated in 
one of two modes, either 336 × 42 pixels or 504 × 30 pixels.  The consequences of both the long aspect 
ratio of the images and the residual charge leakage both are examined as part of the present study. 

In addition, the IX 726 has a rigid limit of 1 MHz framing rate in its trigger pulse counter.  Due to small 
discrepancies and phase differences between clocks when operating at 1 MHz, it tends to drop frames 
occasionally and therefore contaminate the image sequences.  For this reason, it must be operated at slightly 
less than 1 MHz.  Resolution limitations on the timing pulse generator used for the pulse-burst laser made 
990 kHz a sensible choice for a pulse rate compatible with both the camera and the laser.  These 
measurements are still termed “MHz-rate” as they are within a small rounding error of 1 MHz. 



The pulse-burst laser was modified slightly to produce pulse frequencies of 990 kHz and still achieve 
adequate laser pulse energy.  This was accomplished by shortening the seed pulse duration from 10 ns to 4 
ns and by using a tighter telescope to focus the beam on the second-harmonic generator.  Both of these 
modifications improved the conversion efficiency of the doubling process and achieved 5.5 mJ per pulse at 
532 nm.  The laser was operated for 10.2 ms duration bursts, with 12 seconds required between bursts to 
dissipate heat sufficiently to maintain reasonable beam quality burst-to-burst. 

It should be noted that other very-high-speed cameras exist, such as the Shimadzu HPV-X2, which can 
reach framing rates of 10 MHz, and the Kirana from Specialized Imaging, which can reach 5 MHz.  
However, these cameras can only acquire sequences of 256 and 180 images, respectively.  Such short record 
lengths are not suitable for obtaining frequency spectra with a broad range of scales.  Although they 
potentially could be used to measure just the high-frequency spectral regime as a supplement to previous 
postage-stamp PIV measurements, a very large quantity of image sequences would be required to achieve 
reasonable convergence of the high-frequency spectra.  In combination with the low duty cycle of the pulse-
burst laser and the low duty cycle of the blowdown wind tunnel, acquisition of sufficient image sequences 
is impractical.  For this reason, such cameras were deemed inappropriate to the spectral goals of the postage-
stamp PIV measurements. 

 
Experimental Results 
Previous 400-kHz Postage-Stamp PIV Measurements 

The field of view for the postage-stamp PIV is shown in Fig. 1.  The full extent of the jet-in-crossflow 
experiment is given using conventional 10-Hz PIV [10], with the vertical component of the mean velocity 
field shown positioned in its far-field location.  Superposed are the fields of view for both the 25-kHz pulse-
burst PIV described in [1] and the postage-stamp PIV [2].  The small size of the postage-stamp PIV window 
is evident, little more than a point measurement.  This measurement will reveal little about the structure of 
the flow given its minimal extent, but this is a necessary sacrifice to achieve the very high framing rate that 
can yield high-frequency spectral content. 

The power spectra of the velocity fluctuations that are measured by the two-component postage-stamp 
PIV are shown in Fig. 2.  In the present case, the properties of the jet interaction change very little within 
the far-downstream field of view and it suffices to examine the spectra at a single point near the center of 
the field of view where no edge effects interfere with computing correlations as particles may exit the field 
of view.  Slopes for -1 and -5/3 power law dependencies are provided as well.  Also shown are spectra for 
the interpolated time series, which will be described subsequently. 

For both velocity components in Fig. 2, the spectral content of the flow is visible to high frequencies 
until the noise floor intrudes at about 120 kHz.  The vertical component of the spectra peak at 4 kHz, which 
corresponds to one full period between pairs of turbulent eddies convecting through the flow [11].  
Following the peak, the spectra then exhibit a -1 slope dependence to about 60-70 kHz before gradually 

Fig. 1:  Field of view of the 25-kHz pulse-burst PIV and the postage-stamp PIV measurement 
within the larger jet-in-crossflow experiment superposed on a conventional PIV mean vector field.   



transitioning to an apparent -5/3 slope dependence.  
The presence of the -5/3 region is well-known and 
expected as a consequence of the inertial subrange of 
turbulence decay (e.g., Pope [12]).  The -1 
dependence, on the other hand, is an unanticipated 
discovery and lasts for at least one full decade, from 
approximately 4 – 60 kHz.  It is discussed in more 
detail in [2].  The streamwise component also appears 
to be supportive of a -1 slope dependence but its lack 
of a peak means this region does not initiate until 
about 8 kHz.  The -5/3 slope dependence at high 
frequencies is somewhat less convincing for the 
streamwise component than for the vertical 
component.  This is because the overall intensity of 
the streamwise velocity fluctuations is reduced 
compared to the vertical velocity fluctuations, and 
therefore the impact of the noise floor is felt sooner. 

MHz-Rate Camera Performance 
Improving technologies in high-speed cameras recently have produced the IX 726, which can reach 

MHz rates using approximately the same pixel count as in the previous experiments.  The advantage of a 
MHz-rate postage-stamp PIV system is not immediately obvious in that it cannot be expected to reduce the 
noise floor.  In fact, it is understood that the noise actually is increased for such faster data transfers.  But 
the increased framing rate will oversample the data for the frequencies of interest in the flow and therefore 
a conventional image-pair correlation to produce velocity vectors is no longer required to maintain 
frequency response.  Instead, multiple-frame image interrogation may be used, of which a number of 
algorithms have been developed [13-19].  The increased accuracy of these methods should lower the noise 
floor and therefore reveal higher-frequency content even well short of the Nyquist frequency of 500 kHz. 

However, the IX 726 camera leaks charge through the shift register as a consequence of its MHz-rate 
capability.  This tends to smear out the subject matter being viewed; for PIV images, this will create ghost 
particles.  For the desired aspect ratio near unity, a field of view of 112 × 108 pixels is possible at 1 MHz.  
Figure 3 shows the effect of the charge leakage when viewing a resolution target; the unadulterated image 
is shown in Fig. 3a extracted from a full field of view at slower acquisition whereas Fig. 3b shows the 
distorted image due to the small image.  Clearly, this is not a viable configuration for successful imaging. 

The degree of shift leakage is dominantly a function of the horizontal dimension of the image.  
However, to maintain the required 1 MHz framing rate, the vertical dimension must be reduced to 
compensate.  A 336 × 42 pixel field of view of the resolution target is shown in Fig. 3c and exhibits much 
less shift leakage than the 112 × 108 pixel field of view, though it is still present.  For a 504 × 30 pixel field 
of view, the shift leakage is nearly negligible but the vertical dimension is becoming untenably small; this 
image is not shown. 

Treating the shift leakage requires use of a high-aspect-ratio field of view rather than an approximately 
square field of view as in the 400-kHz postage-stamp PIV measurements.  However, this has two 
consequences that are detrimental to PIV measurements.  First, even aligned with the dominant convective 
direction, this presents the possibility of numerous particles leaving the field of view and increasing the 
measurement noise due to their loss.  Worse, a bias error may occur if the most energetic motions, or the 
most vertically aligned motions, are selectively lost.  Second, even with these high-aspect-ratio images, 
some amount of charge will leak between rows.  This creates ghost particles in the images, which also can 
increase measurement noise and may create biases in the correlation peaks if the ghosts occur selectively 
in one direction.  In fact, these ghost particles do occur aligned to the vertical direction because the leakage 
occurs across entire horizontal rows, mirrored above or below.  The impact of both of these image features 
on PIV data quality must be tested. 

Fig. 2:  400-kHz postage-stamp PIV power spectra 
of velocity fluctuations for the jet in crossflow for 
both streamwise and vertical components [2]. 

 



First, the characteristics of the shift leakage must be identified.  To accomplish this, sequences of 
images of particles suspended in ambient room air were acquired for both 112 × 108 pixel and 336 × 42 
pixel fields of view.  Autocorrelations were found of the images and then averaged over each sequence, 
with the results given in Fig. 4 both as two-dimensional fields and as profiles sliced through the center of 
the correlation peaks. 

Figure 4 shows that the ghosting occurs very repeatably spaced every third row.  This is true for both 
fields of view (and others tested, though not shown).  No ghosting displacement is observed along the x 
axis.  The correlation magnitudes of the ghost peaks are considerably weaker for the 336 × 42 pixel case 
than for the 112 × 108 pixel case.  In addition, tests have shown ghosting always occurs towards the 
horizontal centerline of the image.  This can be observed in close inspection of Fig. 3c.  But no ghosting 
occurs within a six-pixel core of the image where no shifting of charge is required prior to readout. 

Magnitudes of the ghost images cannot be effectively determined by autocorrelations.  Instead, images 
were acquired on the benchtop from grids of narrow lines or small dots, from which the ghost patterns were 
well separated and their intensities easily measured.  By altering the lighting, the ghost intensity could be 
tracked as a function of image intensity and a relationship defined between the signal and ghost intensities.  
This relationship is shown in Fig. 5 for the 336 × 42 pixel field of view.  Fourteen different cases are 
included in which the imaged lines or dots were located at different rows of the camera image, but no 
pattern could be found as a function of position on the camera array.  Still, the data points scatter reasonably 
closely around a linear fit and this was used to define the intensity of ghost images. 

Two effects needed to be captured by simulations of shift leakage.  First, the effect of particle dropout 
through the narrow vertical extent of the images must be examined.  And secondly, the presence of ghost 
particles upon the velocity data must be tested.  Rather than generating synthetic PIV images, the actual 
PIV images from the 400-kHz data set were modified to simulate the effects of shift leakage.  This allowed 
tests upon real PIV data and reduced the risk that the simulations may miss some relevant feature.  The 128 
× 112 pixel images native to the 400-kHz data simply were cropped top and bottom to reduce them to a 
narrow vertical extent, then reprocessed through the PIV interrogation algorithm and compared to the 
original spectrum.  The two image sizes tested in the present work at 990 kHz were 336 × 42 pixels and 
504 × 30 pixels, so these two vertical extents were simulated from the 400 kHz data as well. 

Figure 6a shows the results.  The impact of a narrower image is seen only in an elevated noise floor at 
the highest frequencies, which is emphasized in the magnified scale of the inset plot.  The noise floor rises 
just a little when cropped to a 42-pixel extent and rises somewhat further when cropped to 30 pixels.  This 
is indicative of a greater number of particles departing the images in the narrower field of view.  It also may 
reflect greater uncertainty when warping the narrow image between interrogation iterations where less 
information is available along a given axis.  Regardless, a major impact to the spectrum is not observed and 
suggests that a significant problem is not posed by the size of the long, narrow field of view necessitated 
by the IX 726. 

(c) (a) (b) 
Fig. 3:  Image distortion of a resolution target due to charge leakage through the shift register of 
the IX 726.  (a) uncorrupted image (extracted from larger image) for a 112 × 108 pixel field of 
view;  (b) shift leakage for a 112 × 108 pixel f.o.v.;  (c) shift leakage for a 336 × 42 pixel f.o.v. 

 



 

(a) 

Fig. 4:  Autocorrelations of particle fields showing patterns of image ghosting; both two-
dimensional fields and one-dimensional slices through the x=0 line are provided;  (a, b) 112 × 
108 pixel field of view;  (c, d) 336 × 42 pixel field of view. 

 

(c) (d) 

(b) 

Fig. 5:  Ghost intensity vs signal intensity on the IX 726 camera.  Fourteen different camera rows 
are represented by the various data points but no trend between them was identified. 

 



Also shown in Fig. 6a is a spectrum that crops the images to a 42-pixel extent and adds simulated 
ghosting.  Ghosting was implemented by copying every particle outside the six-pixel centerline of the 
image, multiplying it by the image intensity relationship found in Fig. 5, then adding the resulting intensity 
to a pixel shifted three rows towards the centerline.  This was performed on every image of every burst in 
the data set, then interrogated again for velocity vectors.  No special analysis or additional vector validation 
was used to account for the ghost correlation peak.  As Fig. 6a shows, the noise floor is elevated from the 
spectrum that is only cropped to 42 pixels but otherwise no distortion to the spectrum is created that would 
be indicative of a bias.  From this, it is concluded that the shift register leakage adds noise but the camera 
is still serviceable for PIV. 

At least, this conclusion is valid for the present flow, which is dominated by convection.  The mean 
displacement of the flow is 12 pixels in the streamwise direction, with the smallest instantaneous 
displacement still more than half that value.  Therefore, the signal correlation peak can be expected to 
always remain distant from the ghost correlation peak lying three pixels above or below the zero-
displacement point.  Might the ghost correlation interfere with the velocity measurement if the flow motion 
at some point in time is nearly three pixels vertically? 

To answer this question, a flow would need to be tested with the IX 726 in an experimental 
configuration that induced particle displacements of three pixels vertically.  Alternatively, to avoid crafting 
an experiment merely to answer this question, the simulated camera behavior was modified to suit the flow 
behavior for the present jet in crossflow.  The ghost displacement was assumed to be 12 pixels in the 
horizontal direction rather than three pixels in the vertical direction, but otherwise exhibiting the same 
behavior as already observed.  Thus an interference from the ghosting may be tested. 

These results are given in Fig. 6b.  Five different displacements were tested: 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 
pixels; this allowed a study of the sensitivity of the spectrum to the proximity of a ghost correlation peak.  
The latter two cases are omitted from the plot because they were found to be indistinguishable from the 
first two cases.  When the ghost particles are near the mean flow displacement but not directly overlapping 
it (10- and 11-pixel ghosting) the noise floor is raised modestly but to a level less than that from a three-
pixel ghost displacement.  The noise probably falls below that of three-pixel ghosting because fewer ghost 
particles are present in an interrogation window when the ghost displacement is large.  When the ghost 
particle displacement exactly matches the integer mean flow displacement (12-pixel ghosting), the noise 
floor rises further and exceeds that found from any other simulation.  Nonetheless, this elevated noise is 
still relatively modest and importantly, no distortions to the spectrum are found that might be indicative of 
the presence of the ghost particles biasing the correlation.  In short, the ghost particles do not “pull” the 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 6:  Power spectra from vertically cropped images of the 400-kHz postage-stamp PIV to 
simulate the IX 726 camera aspect ratios, as well as simulated ghosting due to shift register 
leakage. 

 



correlation to a fixed value that alters the spectrum.  This indicates that even for flows in which the measured 
motion intersects with the ghosting due to shift leakage, the impact on the spectrum is mild and the IX 726 
camera remains useful for PIV. 

As a final note, the tests of the IX 726 camera described here were conducted in 2019.  Since then, 
manufacturer enhancements to the camera may have improved its performance in comparison to the present 
reported results.  In addition, even newer camera models, by this manufacturer and others, promise 
improved performance at ultra-high speeds.  Nonetheless, the present tests indicate that some leakage of 
charge in the shift register and a narrow image aspect ratio need not prevent viable PIV measurements. 

MHz-Rate PIV Results 
Once the IX 726 camera was confirmed to be suitable for PIV despite its aspect ratio and shift register 

leakage, measurements were acquired of the jet-in-crossflow interaction.  At 990 kHz and the 10.2-ms burst 
duration from the laser, about 10,100 frames were acquired per burst.  Four bursts could be acquired per 
wind tunnel run and a little more than 30 tunnel runs were conducted for each of the 336 × 42 pixel and 
504 × 30 pixel fields of view. 

The MHz-rate postage-stamp PIV spectra are shown in Fig. 7 using the 336 × 42 field of view and are 
compared to the earlier 400-kHz spectra.  At first glance, it does not appear that the MHz-rate data represent 
an improvement over the 400-kHz data.  The noise floor actually is slightly higher from the MHz-rate data 
as a consequence of the narrow vertical extent and the particle ghosting as demonstrated in the previous 
sub-section (as well as the increased camera noise when transferring charge so rapidly).  Though excluded 
from Fig. 7 for clarity, spectra acquired from the 504 × 30 field of view overlay the 336 × 42 spectra that 
are shown save that the noise floor is slightly higher, as predicted by Fig. 6. 

Despite the modestly elevated noise floor, the MHz-rate data offer an important advantage: the 
increased framing rate provides oversampled data with respect to the frequencies of interest.  This allows 
application of multi-frame interrogation algorithms.  Several different algorithms have been explored, but 
the pyramid correlation offers the most flexibility and accuracy [14]; results from it are added to Fig. 7.  
This algorithm functions by ensemble-averaging the correlation over multiple frames to improve its 
precision.  The number of frames and their temporal separation are chosen at each time step through the 
image sequence to optimize the dynamic range and signal-to-noise ratio.  Here, the pyramid correlation was 
conducted using N=5 frames and a maximum of two levels of correlations.  Other parameters also have 
been explored but are omitted because their spectra exhibited characteristics of low-pass filtering; the 
results shown in Fig. 7 have proven most valuable. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 7:  Power spectra from the MHz-rate postage-stamp PIV compared to the 400-kHz postage 
stamp PIV, including analysis using the pyramid correlation [14] for the MHz-rate data. 
(a) streamwise component;  (b) vertical component. 

 



Figure 7 shows that the noise floor is lowered by more than an order of magnitude when using the 
pyramid multi-frame correlation algorithm.  With the greatly reduced interference from the noise floor, a 
region of roughly constant slope emerges for the v component in Fig. 7b beginning at approximately 80 kHz 
and extending perhaps to about 250-300 kHz where the slope diminishes yet again.  This latter effect 
appears to be the point at which the spatial resolution limit due to the size of the interrogation window 
begins to noticeably filter the data.  For the previous 400-kHz PIV, this was estimated to be 220 kHz [2].  
The present camera configuration uses a magnification about 10% greater as compared to the previous 
400-kHz measurement, which reduces the spatial extent of an interrogation window and thereby raises its 
expected frequency response to 240 kHz.  Similar effects are observed in the u component of Fig. 7a.  Most 
encouragingly, the pyramid correlation analysis of the MHz-rate data aligns quite well with the interpolated 
400 kHz spectra up to its limit at 200 kHz.  The self-consistency suggests that both analysis methods are 
functioning well and returning valid spectra well beyond the previous effective frequency limit of about 
120-130 kHz. 

The slope beyond 70 kHz in both plots of Fig. 7 is steeper than that predicted by the -5/3 theory, but as 
noted earlier, this may be because the turbulent fluctuations have not yet reached isotropy.  In the high 
frequency range where onset of the inertial subrange may be expected, from about 70 kHz to perhaps 150 
kHz, it can be seen that the spectrum for v has a larger magnitude than for u; therefore, the flow is not yet 
isotropic and a key assumption of the theoretical -5/3 slope has been violated.  Therefore, the -5/3 slope of 
theory may not be descriptive of the present flow.  Furthermore, strictly speaking, the -5/3 relationship of 
the inertial subrange was derived from wavenumber theory rather than the frequency-space acquisition 
common to time-series data.  In fact, quite a number of studies both experimental and computational have 
established that even within the high-frequency range associated with the inertial subrange, anisotropic 
behavior may be found as well as intermittent behavior due to small-scale coherent structures passing 
through the flow.  As a consequence, the power-law slope has been found in some cases to deviate from 
the theoretical -5/3 value.  A lengthier discussion may be found in [4]. 

Further validation of the multi-frame correlation techniques is warranted prior to stating high-frequency 
power-law behavior with confidence.  The pyramid correlation has been shown to be more accurate than 
conventional two-frame correlation or a fixed-interval multi-frame correlation on a point-by-point basis 
[14], but its accuracy has not been evaluated in the spectral domain.  Initial steps in this direction offer a 
note of caution that low-pass filtering effects in multi-frame algorithms may be difficult to distinguish from 
creditable flow physics [20].  At this juncture, the MHz-rate PIV indicates that the inertial subrange power-
law likely is steeper than -5/3, consistent with a number of low-speed studies, but the precise scaling law is 
not yet definitive. 

Particle Response 
The elevated frequency response of the MHz-

rate PIV is only helpful if the particle response time 
can match it.  In situ measurements of the particle 
response time have established a frequency 
response of 500-700 kHz, but application of 
Melling’s analysis [21] or Mei’s analysis [22] 
suggest the limitation may be 200 kHz or less when 
the energy contributions of fluctuations are 
considered.  This is demonstrated in Fig. 8, which 
reproduces Melling’s Fig. 3 and is annotated for 
conditions in the present experiment.  Based on the 
measured particle size and flow characteristics, a 
curve representing the actual particles in the present 
flow is superposed.  Mei suggests an appropriate, if 
semi-arbitrary, choice of frequency cutoff is that at 
which the energy response of the velocity 

Fig. 8:  Melling’s Fig. 3 [21] of particle response 
time and velocity fluctuation sensitivity, annotated 
for conditions in the present experiment. 

 



fluctuations falls to 50%.  This is marked by the brown line in Fig. 8 and corresponds to a frequency limit 
of 100 kHz; beyond this point, the measurements will lose sensitivity to the velocity fluctuations.  This 
suggests the present MHz-rate measurements do not possess adequate particle response to achieve the 
measurements of behavior in the inertial subrange. 

However, the intensity of velocity fluctuations at these high frequencies and small scales is much less 
than the maximum velocity fluctuations of the flow as a whole.  This means such fluctuations contain 
considerably lower energy and do not require the same particle response to measure them. Examining any 
of the spectra presented herein, it can be seen that the energy at 100 kHz and above is at least an order of 
magnitude reduced from the peak energy of the flow.  Re-examining Fig. 8, if only 10% of the peak energy 
must be measured, a higher frequency response is achieved.  This is shown by the green line, suggesting 
that a particle frequency response of 1 MHz is possible should they need only measure velocity fluctuations 
of 10% of the peak.  Therefore, the present measurements can achieve the superior particle response 
required for high-frequency content. 

 
Conclusions 

The effective frequency limits of postage-stamp PIV, in which a pulse-burst laser and very small fields 
of view are combined to achieve high repetition rates, have been extended from the previous 400-kHz 
measurements to very nearly MHz rates (990 kHz).  This never previously has been accomplished in a 
manner that can yield spectral content. 

The MHz-rate measurement is achieved using a faster camera, but to achieve these framing rates it 
leaks charge through the shift register.  To minimize this effect, it must be operated with a high aspect ratio.  
Existing PIV images were modified to simulate the camera performance.  Their analysis established that 
the narrow vertical extent of the images and the ghost particles due to residual charge leakage both add a 
tolerable degree of noise to the measurements, but neither introduces any bias errors into the spectra.  The 
increased framing rate provided oversampled data and enabled use of multi-frame correlation algorithms 
for increased measurement precision and a lower noise floor.  The pyramid correlation increased the 
effective frequency response to at least 240 kHz, at which point the finite extent of the interrogation window 
is estimated to begin spatially filtering the data.  Particle response time also was shown to be sufficient to 
measure velocity fluctuations at these very high frequencies. 

The measured velocity spectra reveal the power-law scaling of the turbulence as the flow reaches the 
inertial subrange, suggestive of scaling steeper than the theoretical -5/3 scaling.  This is attributed to an 
absence of isotropy even in this high frequency range, which is a requirement of the -5/3 theory but is 
known not to be universally present in turbulent flows.  The present very-high-frequency measurements 
establish the power of “postage-stamp PIV” to reveal turbulence scaling laws for compressible flows. 
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